
It Might Be TodaY 


Gotta Hand it to Him 


We like most Sunday's to bring what we call a Prophecy Update.  
We show how news and trends in the world are corroborating 
centuries-old prophecies found in the Bible.

Ours is the generation that can fully appreciate the prophecy of 
the mark of the beast.

While exiled for his faith in Jesus on the island of Patmos, the 
aging apostle John received the Revelation of Jesus Christ.  In it 
he was told of a time when the people in the world would conduct 
all their business by some sort of personal identifier in or on their 
hand or forehead.

Just in the last several years various technologies have been not 
just developed but introduced that could be said to fulfill part of 
this terrifying prophecy.

An article was posted on thetechjournal.com titled, MIT Students 
Design Sesame Ring to Resolve Transit Issues.

Excerpts:

The problem with students taking public transportation from one 
place to another is that they may often end up losing their transit 
card.  And even if they don’t lose it, it frequently becomes 
misplaced.  Two MIT students have resolved this issue by 
designing a new ‘Sesame ring.’
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Sesame ring is a 3D-printed ring which comes equipped with 
RFID support and is water-proof.  All a user needs to do is load 
the ring with money whenever it runs out, and put it against the 
scanner on the turnstile.  The scanner will instantly read the 
information off the ring, deduct the defined sum of money and let 
you go to the train within seconds.

http://thetechjournal.com/electronics/gadget-electronics/mit-students-design-sesame-ring-resolve-transit-
issues.xhtml
Another article posted on businesstimes.com was titled, Silterra 
chips at World Cup & Olympics?

Excerpts:

SILTERRA... radio frequency identification (RFID) chips are likely 
to be used to tag items at the 2014 World Cup and 2016 Olympic 
Games in Brazil.

"Silterra's RFID chips will most likely be used in items such as 
identity tags and scanners for the World Cup and Olympic Games 
by a home-grown Brazilian firm, which has been qualifying its 
technology on our processes for a working chip for the last two 
years," said [their] chief executive officer.

http://www.btimes.com.my/articles/silte21/Article/
Then there was this, from dailymail.uk.com.  The article asked, 
Would you have tattoo IMPLANTED under your skin? Artist has 
chip placed inside his hand that reveals artwork when read by a 
smartphone.

Excerpts:
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In the name of art, New Yorker, Anthony Antonellis has undergone 
a gruesome procedure to implant a ‘digital tattoo’ in his hand. 
Other than a scar, you can’t see his tattoo. But hold a smartphone 
against the incision, and Mr Antonellis' latest masterpiece is 
revealed.

The effect is produced using a radio frequency identification 
(RFID) chip, around the size of a grain of rice, and equipped with 
a tiny antenna.

The implant can be read from a distance of about 1 to 2 cm and 
artwork can be added to the chip by sending data through a 
smartphone.

Since the chip is a passive device it doesn’t require a battery, but 
is instead powered by the magnetic field generated from the 
reader.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2405596/Artist-Anthony-Antonellis-creates-digital-tattoo-
implanting-RFID-chip-hand.html
The future John saw is now possible.  Bible prophecy is coming 
true - or at least the potential for it to come true exists for the first 
time in history.

I always remind you that technology is not the mark of the beast.  
The 'mark' involves swearing allegiance to the world leader we 
call the antichrist.  No one will inadvertently take his 'mark' by 
simply having a chip placed under their skin.  It's a conscious, 
willful decision to reject Jesus Christ in favor of antichrist.

We won't be on the earth when the antichrist makes his demand.  
We will have been raptured.
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Are you ready for the rapture?  If not, get ready, stay ready, and 
keep looking up.  Ready or not, Jesus is coming!
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